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MiniBooNE and the Low Energy Excess
MiniBooNE was designed to look for                     oscillations


located at Fermilab on the Booster neutrino beam line

saw an excess of electron-like events at low energies

could this be the “sterile neutrino”?


MiniBooNE’s cherenkov detector had no way to distinguish 
between electrons and photons
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MicroBooNE
MicroBooNE is a 170-ton liquid Argon Time Projection Chamber (LArTPC)


located at Fermilab on the Booster neutrino beam line


designed to explore the unexplained low energy excess seen by MiniBooNE 
and study neutrino cross-sections on argon

can distinguish photon from 
electron signals


first LArTPC detector in the SBN 
program at Fermilab that will 
eventually lead to DUNE
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LArTPC
cathode plane on one side produces an electric field to drift the 
ionization electrons towards the detection planes


3 wire planes offset at 60 degrees to measure the ionization trails


32 photomultiplier tubes (PMTs) to observe scintillation light

better resolution and vertex 
separation
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Neutrino Interactions - Charged Current

Charged Current Quasi-Elastic Scattering (CCQE): 

Resonant Pion Production:

most common low energy neutrino interaction

 the first study on kinematics examines only 
true-CCQE events

in cases where the produced pion is absorbed 
before exiting the nucleus, this interaction is 
CCQE-like



Kinematic Studies

Studying GENIE interactions and comparing to the theoretical kinematic plots 
given for free nucleons.  Then investigate interactions with and without the 
following nuclear effects:


Final State Interactions (FSI)

Fermi Motion

Nucleon Binding Energy


A detailed look at the following interaction:

True CCQE

0.8 GeV muon neutrino on Ar40

Relativistic Fermi Gas Model

HAIntranuke cascade model for FSI


Additional plots are available with the following:

Muon antineutrinos, electron neutrinos, electron antineutrinos

Local Fermi Gas Model, Effective Spectral Function Model

Varying energy levels
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Kinematic Studies - Theoretical Plots
• expected theoretical result from relativistic kinematics, found using a python 

program for       = 0.2, 0.5, 0.8, and 1.0 GeV
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Kinematic Studies - Theoretical Plots

0.8 GeV ⌫µ case
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shows that under the simplest neutrino interaction, GENIE agrees 
with the expected kinematics

GENIE Studies - No Nuclear Effects
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With Binding Energy
both curves have the expected shape

proton is off by some constant amount (~0.0295 GeV) 


average nucleon binding energy
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With Binding Energy and Fermi Motion
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A Look at Final State Interactions

No FSI 
always end up with two final state particles


muon and proton

With FSI 
end up with any number of final state particles


muon, protons, and neutrons

disordered and random

can’t “track” the original proton



With Binding Energy and FSI 
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With Default GENIE Settings 
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GENIE Studies - CCQE-like Events 

single pion absorption events do not line up with the theoretical 
kinematic plots

next step: attempt to isolate these single pion events using Single 
Transverse Variables (STV)
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True CCQE vs Pion Absorption EventsTrue CCQE vs Pion Absorption Events

like a true-CCQE event, the final state particles only 
consist of protons and neutrons


can’t “see” inside the nucleus

Example of a Pion Absorption Event



True CCQE vs Pion Absorption Events
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using Single Transverse Variables (STV) 
looking at QE-like events in an attempt to distinguish true 
QE events from single pion absorption events

by identifying pion absorption events we might be able to 
improve kinematic reconstruction and improve neutrino 
energy determination

3 Transverse Variables

- the overall 3-momentum imbalance 
in the transverse plane

- the difference in angle between the 
observed final state and if the particles 
were back-to-back in the transverse 
plane

Benefits of STV for Neutrino Interaction Studies

Can We Identify Pion Absorption from True CCQE Events?

less dependent on the incoming neutrino energy 

can be used to isolate CCQE events


- the ‘accelerating/decelerating’ effect 
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STV Distributions For Various Energies

STVs using default GENIE settings 
at various incoming neutrino 
energies

shape is consistent and closer 
together as       increases
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STV Distributions for Various Nuclear Effects

with no nuclear effects,        and        = 0, 
and         is undefined, as expected 
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True CCQE vs. Pion Absorption STV Distributions
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comparing true CCQE and single pion 
absorption 

next, applying a cut on the tail end of     



Apply                     Cut to Isolate Pion Absorption Events 

using cut

noticeable difference in

efficiency


removes 37% of pion absorption events

removes 13% of true CCQE events 
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Apply                     Cut to Isolate Pion Absorption Events 
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secondary cut 

efficiency


removes 71.1% of pion absorption 
events

removes 39.4% of true CCQE events

Apply Secondary Cut 140

140)

140)

140)

140)
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Apply Secondary Cut 140)



Conclusions
GENIE with no nuclear effects agrees with theoretical free nucleon kinematics

Nuclear effects including binding energy, Fermi motion, and FSI have a major 
impact on the outgoing particle energies and angles

Pion absorption creates interactions with modified kinematics

Worked on developing cuts to isolate (or remove) pion absorption events using 
STVs


Cuts reduce pion absorption events in the sample with some reduction of 
true CCQE events

Looking into Monte Carlo Expectation Maximization 


Future Work

Work on improving these simple cuts for better rejection and efficiency


Possibly develop a likelihood cut variable using STVs

Quantify how well these cuts might improve the reconstructed neutrino 
energy

Quantify the systematic uncertainties associated with these cuts
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Developing a GENIE Writeup 

I spent a large part of the summer tinkering with GENIE and have started a 
write up on some of things I’ve learned:


reading GENIE’s Event Display

how to alter these parameters
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Describing “How Tos” for Changing Various GENIE Parameters
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